Spanish records were supposed to be shipped to Cuba but were kept by the United States.' They were shuffled between various territorial and federal authorities in Florida until they were transferred to the Library of Congress in 1905. 6 Maintaining the overall structure of that materials based on Spanish administrative institutions and personnel, the collection is divided into 100 series of different topics. 7 It has approximately 65,000 folios arranged in 372 bundles.' The papers include official correspondence and documents related to the colonial administration of St. Augustine and its surrounding province. Subjects covered in the papers include taxation, military matters, ecclesiastical matters, the Royal Hospital, civil engineering, smaller municipalities, census returns, marriage licenses, shipwrecks and captures, notarized instruments, slave titles, relations with indigenous communities, relations with the United States, and city council proceedings, among others.' For legal historians, there are materials on civil and criminal cases, the Royal Court of the District (the audiencia?), miscellaneous legal instruments and proceedings, court-martials, testamentary proceedings, treasury accounts, state prisoners, exchequer proceedings, notarized instruments, and slaves. 10 There are a number of reasons these documents have not received the attention they deserve. First, for historians of Latin American law, the Library of Congress as an institution is somewhat off the beaten path. Legal historians of Latin America spend their time in national archives and in Spain, especially in the Archivo General de pers may be found at http://web.uflib.ufl.edu/spec/pkyonge/eflapap.htmi. 7 A complete list of the series topics can be found at Kells, supra note 5, at 4-20.
LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, HANDBOOK OF MANUSCRIPTS IN THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS 121 (1918); LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN OF CONGRESS 50 (1905).
1 Kells, supra note 5, at 4-10.
1o Id. at 19, 21, 33, 39-45, 45-48, 54-55. Indias in Seville. Second, historians of the United States who have come across the East Florida Papers may have been put off by the linguistic and, in rare moments, the paleographical challenges they present. Third, Florida's unique place in colonial North America with over 300 hundred years of Spanish domination, punctuated by twenty years as a loyal British province during the formative decades of North American independence, make it an oddball that does not easily fit into established narratives of colonial and early republic North American history. Florida history still has to establish its place in the history of North America, of Latin America, and of the Atlantic World." Too many scholars still see the history of the region beginning with the availability of domestic air conditioning or, if pressed, the construction of Henry Flagler's railway. 12 Where history goes, legal history goes; and the legal history of Florida from first contact with Europeans, through the Spanish and English periods, and as a territory and state remain, for the most part, unknown.' 3 St. Augustine and its province of East Florida formed a rather unusual border society during the second Spanish period and has already been described well in the secondary literature.' 4 The legal documents and proceedings examined here add depth and definition to these works. The focal point of the city and its territorially permeable province was the Castillo de San Marco, constructed in 1672. The province was under British rule from 1763 to 1783, and 12 The Florida Historical Society and its members has done much to increase awareness of the region and state's history. Connecting this work to other fields of history remains a challenge.
13 Another contributor to this volume has lit a candle in the darkness. KERMIT 
I. ST. AUGUSTINE AND EAST FLORIDA
St. Augustine's linguistically and racially diverse population in this period hovered around 3,000 individuals with about half the population composed of black slaves.
6 There were also old Floridanos (families established in the first Spanish period), English settlers who remained in the region after the English period from 1763 to 1783, new individuals from other parts of the Spanish world, many settlers from the United States, a sizeable Minorcan population (many of whom were British subjects), a substantial Spanish and Cuban military housed in the fort, merchants, sailors, mix-race freemen, mix-raced slaves, and a few dozen free blacks.' 7 Florida historian Susan Parker has noted the mix of cultures in St. Augustine during the second Spanish period and speculates that "English was heard on the streets almost as often as Spanish.""s These were not only settlers from the United States but also British loyalists who came to wait out, in their minds, the eventual collapse of the United States. Legal records and proceedings reveal all these aspects of St. Augustine society.
Native Americans, while an essential part of the economy, and theoretically Spaniards under the Constitution of C~diz during constitutional periods, were not integrated into the city." There were Nonetheless, these towns were not included in the censuses. Commerce included trade with Native Americans, shipping, agriculture, land speculation, and slave dealing.
2 1 Between 1783 and 1817, the Scots trading companies of Panton, Leslie and Company and its successor John Forbes and Company, located across the river from St. Augustine, traded with Native Americans and handled large transactions sometimes exceeding hundreds of thousands of pounds.
2 2 The fort was a central and constant consumer of food and provisions that were supplied locally and by sea.
With this brief description of the city and province in mind, I should like to address three aspects of the legal and constitutional world of the city in this period. They are, in fact, three pieces of a jigsaw puzzle from which I hope an entire view of St. Augustine's colonial legal world will emerge, but so far, my work has been merely to construct these three pieces: the impact of the Constitution of C~diz in the city and province, the civil causes held before the governor, and the testamentary causes held before the governor. These are three important pieces but they can only provide a hint at the entire and complex legal world to be uncovered in these records. I also hope that these three areas will illustrate that these materials have the potential to shed light on broader aspects of colonial legality in North America, on the use of law in the construction of empire, and on the nature of Spanish colonial law and procedure, or derecho indiano, in Spain's North American territories. promulgation in St. Augustine in 1812, the Spanish Cortes in August, 1812, decreed that main plazas throughout the empire be renamed "Plaza de la Constituci6n" with some sort of memorial tablet." St. Augustine, poor and surrounded by North American troops who were later denounced by the United States, decided that compliance should include a large obelisk to bear the tablets. Many have asserted that such monuments sprang up all over the Spanish constitutional world and were later dismantled either under royal order (it appears there were no such orders) or through the common sense of inhabitants. Recent scholarship has argued that this was an unusual step-most cities complied by affixing a stone or tile tablet to the side of a prominent building on the plaza rather than constructing a monument. 3 2 Indeed, the only other contender as an extant constitution monument from the period in the Americas is in Comayagua, Honduras.
II. THE CONSTITUTION
3 3 I believe the obelisk in St. Augustine reflected the city's constitutional spirit and was a product of an intense local power struggle that ensued after the implementation of the Constitution. It was a struggle between the Governor and the newly elected Constitutional Mayor. I have argued elsewhere that the monument, the most important public work of the period and very likely a unique structure in the Spanish empire, must be viewed in light of these local political tensions resulting from the implementation of the Constitution.
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When Fernando VII returned to the throne in 1814, he rejected the Constitution that established a constitutional monarchy in his name and announced that he would rule with absolute power. This change in political structure reached St. 32 Weaver, supra note 31, at 48-49.
3 It dates from either 1812 or 1820. See, http://ccet-aecid.hn/monumentoconstitucion/ (dating this monument to 1812) and http://www.honduras.com/ walking-city-tour-of-comayagua/ (dating this monumment to1820). The monument provided both a figurative and literal focal point for assertions of imperial power, constitutionalism, and St. Augustine's status within the Spanish Empire. Powerful figures of the city fought over control of the project that enshrined their constitutional status. When the constitution was no longer sanctioned, the tablets were removed, but the obelisk remained. When the Constitution was in force again, constitutional structures sprang to life and the tablets were reaffixed to the monument. When St. Augustine passed from Spain to the United States, the city and its obelisk did not pass from royal absolutism to constitutional democracy. Instead, these lands passed from one constitutional regime to another constitutional regime, a political shift that permitted a monument to a constitution to survive the transition. It stands today in Constitution Plaza in St. Augustine.
Ill. CIVIL CAUSES 37
Of the 372 bundles of papers in the East Florida Papers, 21 bundles are labeled as dealing with civil causes. 38 These records of civil litigation reveal the mix of populations and economic activities one might expect. While many cases concerned small amounts and local parties, other cases involved transnational commercial transactions and significant sums. The court often needed documents in English translated into Spanish for its work, and public interpreters were employed to handle this task and, on occasion, to translate Native American languages. For example, the records identify Alonso Gil and Antonio Huertas as Indian interpreters. There are over 500 entries for civil causes from 1785 to 1821. Disputes concerning debt, commercial transactions, slaves, landholding and houses provided a staple of legal work. Other areas that arise frequently are admiralty questions concerning shipping, compensation, and other disputes touching sailors and the commercial aspects of navigation.
These cases were heard by the governor of the province at the time of the case. For example, many of the judgments in the early 1790s were signed "Quesada," who was more fully "Sefior Don Juan Nepomuceno de Quesada, Brigadier de Infanteria de los Reales Exercitos, Gobernador Comandante General Vice Patrono Real y Subdelegado de Real Hacienda" of St. Augustine.
4 0 It appears that the governor was usually assisted by a legally trained asesor who used the title Licenciado before his signature in documents related to the case. In the 1790s, Jos6 de Ortega, was busy with legal cases and held the title of "Abogado de los Reales Consejos, Teniente de Governador Auditor de Guerra y Asesor General de esta ciudad" as he assisted the Governor.
guson sues Capt. Timothy Hollingsworth. N.B. For the sake of consistency, I will use the official entry for each case as recorded in the index in English, when available, even though these are frequently translations from the Spanish found in the manuscripts. 
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With a dearth of legal personnel and the only abogado in the employ of the tribunal, it is not surprising that the documents reveal, in my rapid readings, no citation to legal authorities. It is, however, important to remember that even trained judges did not typically motivate their decisions with a great deal of citation. They were to motivate their decisions through their conscience and legal knowledge. Thus, citation was infrequent.
4 3 The cases indicate at times a rather sophisticated knowledge of the general principles of private law and the parties' willingness to engage in the legal substance of their dispute. For example, the Perpall dispute contains over 140 pages and goes into substantial detail concerning the wife's legal power to carry forward her claim.4 Indeed, the use of powers to represent plaintiffs before the tribunal was common, especiallyfor non-Spanish litigants such as Thomas Fitzsimmons, a Philadelphia merchant who in 1792 valued his claim at over 490,000 U.S. dollars.
4 1 Parties might also seek arbitration established under the governor's power to settle disputes. 46 Thus, the lack of lawyers did not prohibit the Governor's court from considering complex matters or from matters concerning substantial sums in dispute.
As might be gleaned from the two cases mentioned above, the number of cases that cross international borders in one way or another indicates the complexity of St. Augustine's economic and commercial life. The Governor heard cases for the recovery of sums in a variety of currencies that demonstrate the mixed nature of St. Augustine's economic life. These include reales, pesos, dollars, pounds sterling, guineas, and "dollars money of Mexico." The culturally mixed nature of disputes in the region is evidenced from the very first case from 1785 concerning debt for the sale of a slave. Individuals mentioned in the case include "Robert Johnson," "Guillermo Enrique Mills" (William Henry Mills), and "Alexander Ross." Also mentioned are "Maria de Gracia Perpal", "Catalina Acosta", and "Bernardo Segui', among others. 4 7 in fact, a mix of Spanish and English surnames in these cases is common. In another example from 1800, William James, described as U.S. citizens, brought an action to recover property based on a will executed in New York state, against apparently another U.S. citizen, raising a number of evidentiary and substantive questions and documents.
4 8 Local agents might be appointed for such long-distance litigation. In 1800, in a case involving over £1,000, the collection activity of a New York firm was handled by "Richard M. Laurence, Apoderado." 4 9 Cases dealing with slavery in one way or another accounted for approximately 15 percent of the cases studied. There were cases concerning the determination of status, manumission, and coartaci6n where the slave was able to purchase his or her own freedom after paying a just price. Cases related to slavery often involved documents and proceedings from the nascent United States, with South Carolina and Georgia often playing into the provenance of particular slaves. Slaves might also have passed through England with settlers arriving in the area, as many had earlier during the period of English plantations.so
To the surprise of some Anglo slaveholders in the area, coartacidn and even coartaci6n initiated by the slave was observed in St. Augustine, most likely because it was a common feature of Cuban slave law." On August 6, 1794, a "mulata slave," Margarita Sanders, ini-tiated proceedings to purchase her own freedom. The owner, John Sanders, objected with the concern that if Margarita were permitted to do this, all his slaves might do the same.
5 2 The tribunal disagreed with the owner's argument and appointed experts to assess Margarita's value. After a factual dispute over her value, she was permitted to purchase her freedom and her new status was recognized by the court." John Sanders's fears were not without merit; another slave Lucia Sanders petitioned and was granted the same opportunity in 1795.54
Slaves might also sue for the manumission of their relatives."sThey might also sue for the manumission of their entire families at once. or to prevent their sale to a slaveholder of incompatible religion. 6 0 Just as slaves might seek different levels of redress in the governor's court, indentured servants also brought claims to ensure their proper treatment.
61 Slave successfully gaining manumission were free, and free blacks were present in the community. Other free blacks were also in the region and were recognized in the records of the court. In 1799, one finds the mention of "Juan Malla Negro Libre y vecino de esta ciudad." 6 2
As mentioned, the presence of non-Spaniards and non-Spanish speakers seeking redress through the Governor's tribunal in St. Augustine was not unusual. Many disputes had original documents in English that were translated into Spanish in the record. On March 14, 1793, "Juan Parkinson" brought suit on a promissory note against "Juan Saunders" both of whom appear as "John" on the note itself. 63 By this time at the tribunal one notices the regular appearance of a "public interpreter" whose costs are frequently part of the itemized costs of litigation at the end of the documents related to each case. In the case of the slave Antonio, several documents were entered into the record and translated into Spanish. These included a statement of the Governor of Georgia, George Matthews, identifying the source of the documents as a Justice of the Peace whose records he requested be given faith and credit in the Spanish tribunal." These documents were translated by the public interpreter Economic hard times might lead to the court setting out a process for the dissolution of enterprises, the liquidation of assets, and the paying off of creditors, activities within the scope of the court. 6 8 Such decisions might be assigned to arbitration where arbitros made the final decision and, at times, included extensive inventories of goods. In a case from 1801, the inventory from the arbitration provides an extensive and detailed list of the assets of the shop of Margaret Ryan, including linens, muslins, jeans and cottons, calicoes, mosquito netting, silks, handkerchiefs, hosiery, stationery, hats, canvas, ammunitions, provisions, groceries, paints, jewelry, hardware, brushes, crockery, brushes, and fans. 6 9 Such actions might include the inventory and sale of slaves to satisfy the demands of creditors.
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As might be gathered from the mentions of Isabel Perpall and Margaret Ryan (apparently also known as Margaret Frean), women were prominent legal actors before the tribunal. Margaret Ryan was an active shopkeeper who advanced merchandise on credit. In the records, she is described not only as a legal resident (vecina) but also as being a merchant ("del comercio de esta ciudad"). brought several actions based on promissory notes and was ready to resort to the tribunal to enforce the payments owed her.
2
While there are no indications in the records that Native Americans were parties in litigation before the court, the presence of Indians in the commercial and social sphere of the city is observed in the records. First, the Indian trading firm Panton Leslie & Co. was near St. Augustine, on the St. John's River.1 3 It was a plaintiff in many debt collection cases and as a party in disputes with smaller shop keepers and merchants in the region. 74 The largest single collection of documents in the civil causes is related to this firm. In 1802, the citizens of St. Augustine protested the re-establishment of a Panton Leslie warehouse for commerce with the Indians. The documentation of their concerns exceeds 1200 pages. 75 Apart from the Panton Leslie dealings, indigenous people appear only infrequently in the records. In 1799, John Hampton a U.S. citizen brought a claim before the Governor against Felipe Aguirre and Antonio Huertas for a horse and mare with distinctive brands. Aguirre and Huertas defended by stating that they had purchased the animals from indios, and that because "los Indios tienen guerra con el Americano" they could transfer good title to the animals. from 1792 lists a payment "To Indian Nations."n Another case involved the payment to Indians for the purchase of meat. 78 Thus, apart from the commercial activities of Panton Leslie, disputes related to Indian Country rarely found their way to the governor's tribunal.
A brief review of the records of the civil causes in St. Augustine from 1785 to 1821 indicate an active tribunal handling various matters related to commerce, slavery, and landholding. While many cases concerned relatively small amounts and local parties, others involved transnational transactions and significant sums. The resolution of cases appears to have been based on factual distinctions rather than fine legal argumentation; but many such disputes around the colonial world were more dependent of factual determinations than legal doctrine for their resolution. The tribunal functioned with a legally trained asesor for part of its existence, but other lawyers were not present and only unusually entered into the proceedings.
IV. TESTAMENTARY CAUSES 79
The index of records of testamentary proceedings contains 370 separate entries dated from 1783 to 1821."1 These entries corre- 7 This section is adapted from Mirow, Testamentary Proceedings, supra note 3. 80 The last estate is Jorge Later testamentary proceedings (hereafter only the decedent's name is used). EFP, Reel 145, June 18, 1821, Item 1821-24. The final document for the Jorge Later proceedings is dated June 26, 1821, when the Spanish government was already well into preparing the transfer of the territory to the United States which occurred on July 10, 1821. Mirow, The Constitution, supra note 3, at 322-327.
Although the records are almost entirely in Spanish, I have adopted the title in English assigned by the Index to the East Florida Papers, George A. Smathers Library, University of Florida. I have also removed the phrase "testamentary proceedings" that follows almost every entry listed in the index. Reel numbers in this index are often off by one or two digits, perhaps because of the existence of Reel 134A, a continuation of Reel 134. Where possible, I have used the corrected reel number, instead of the reel numbers as found in the Index.
It would be useful to study the testate proceedings and their wills in light of the wills recorded in the notarial records for the same period (Escrituras, 1784-1821, spond to 166 decedents, with a rough estimate of about 60% of the decedents with Spanish surnames and about 40% with Anglo or other European surnames.
8 1 Approximately 15% of the decedents were women. Of the decedents, approximately 40% died testate. Of these testate estates, about one-half can be associated with Spanish surnames and about one-half with Anglo or other European surnames. Testatrices accounted for only 11 of the 72 wills, or approximately 15%, again in the same rough proportion they bear to the decedent population as a whole found in these records. Thus, will making seems to have been spread quite evenly across the Spanish and non-Spanish residents with women accounting for a much smaller slice of the will-making population.
The governor, serving as the judge of these matters supervised the inventory and safeguarding of the decedent's property, the accounts and activities of executors (albaceas), the accounts to royal officials, the retrieval of wills from public archives and scribes, the payment of claims against the decedent, and the distribution of property.
82 He exercised jurisdiction in testate and intestate estates.
The Castilian law of succession appears to have been applied in the Americas. Under the legitima, legitimate male and female descendants of were entitled to four fifths of the decedent's property divided equally. Adopted, assumed, natural, and spurious children generally did not receive a share, but might, however, take from the testator's share subject to devise under a will or might take a portion by intestacy. Some rights of support for natural children were recognized under Castilian law and in the Americas, and in turn, such children might obtain a smaller shares of the decedent's property. Providing some limited testamentary freedom over a fraction of the property, the mejora could be employed by the decedent Historical Society, 19-). Wilson identified 102 wills in the notarial records for the period she examined. Twenty five of these wills apparently were used in the testamentary proceedings studied here.
81 The nationality of non-Spanish decedents might be found though the Oaths of Allegiance, supra note 17.
to supplement a devise to benefit certain family members. The portion not allocated for these shares or for other obligations was subject to the testator's testamentary freedom and often left for pious purposes. Entails (mayorazagos) were known in the Americas, but I have not yet observed any reference to them in these records."A Royal Order prohibited them in 1821. 85 For the thirty-eight year span from 1784 to 1821, the court accepted on average approximately 10 proceedings each year, with a low of only one in 1789 and a high of 30 in 1815. Documents related to an estate range from a couple to several hundred pages. Documents may include a claim for debt against an estate, a will, a petition to the court, or a full assortment of estate documents including petitions, wills, claims against the estate, determinations of children, settlements between interested parties, and final orders.
The estate of well-known Jesse Fish, with 41 separate entries, takes up over ten percent of the all entries combined. Just one entry for this estate yields over 550 pages of materials." Fish's estate is particularly worthy of exploration because he attempted to hold lands in trust for Spaniards who were "old Floridanos" during the English period from 1763 to 1783. When the territory was ceded back to Spain, many of these landholders or their heirs returned to reclaim their property from Fish, and subsequently Fish's estate. These claims raised the nature of his holding of the property and the validity of these secret arrangements to foil English claims against the real property held by returning Spaniards." In addition to Jesse Fish, there are other decedents of interest found in these papers. The estate of Jorge Biassou, the Haitian revolutionary general, is among these papers." These materials also include papers related to the estates of Governor Enrique White and Maria Evans, a wealthy trader and shopkeeper."
Separate individual claims of debts owed by the estate, usually to individual creditors, represent the most numerous entries. These records contain a petition to the court stating the nature of the debt and requesting payment. They are often accompanied by written instruments setting out the debt, frequently recorded on scraps of paper signed by the decedent. Such claims are often covered in ten to twenty pages of documents.
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Sets of documents related to a fuller administration of estate are well represented. These sets usually contain some or all of the following stages: a petition to the court for the administration of the estate by the executor, the will, an inventory of the assets of the decedent, claims of creditors, some plan or process of distribution of the property under the will, final orders of the court, and notations by the scribe that notice has been delivered to the interested parties at each stage of the proceedings. Such sets of documents often run several hundred pages." and to correct an inventory." Parties appeared to have been willing to assert their various concerns related to these proceedings to the court.
An important yet relatively small number of petitions relate to the devise or manumission of slaves who appeared in inventories and were counted among the assets of an estate when assessing the estate's ability to pay creditors and distribute assets to devisees and heirs. For example, James Wilson's records include the auction of 19 slaves, the claim of a creditor for transporting 29 slaves, and a claim for debts resulting from a slaving expedition to Angola with a contract the decedent entered into with two other slavers.a 1 05 Similarly, the cost of transporting six slaves from St. Mary's, Georgia, to Fernandina, north of St. Augustine and within its jurisdiction, was asserted as a claim against an estate in 1815.10a
Numerous petitions sought the disposition, transfer, and manumission of slaves. Slaves might be sold to satisfy the debts of the decedent or expenses of the estate. 1 0 7 Some petitions sought the return of slaves from an estate so they would not be subject to creditors' claims.s 08 Others sought manumission of a slave on payment of money to the estate. The records also illuminate will making in this border city. Petitions related to the existence, production, opening, or returning wills."' Some petitions requested the production of a sealed will left in the custody of scribe or notary.
1 2 0 A petition in 1795 requested that the will be sent to Georgia for the benefit of the heirs of the decedent's sole heir.1 2 ' Another petition, in 1799, requested the return of a sealed will deposited with the scribe.1 22 There is also one mention of a joint will of a couple who died together in a shipwreck.
1 23
These proceedings also provide a window into family life and structure. Widows and legitimate and illegitimate children claimed shares. Baptismal records were presented to determine parentage. Minors and orphans sought protection through the court. Adopted children might claim a portion from the estate.1 2 4 Another set of estate papers indicate that the natural children a wealthy Spanish decedent had with a free black woman, Beatriz de Piedra, took a share of the estate in addition to shares for his widow, Maria del Carmen Hill, and his legitimate children. The baptismal records of both the legitimate and natural children were included in the proceedings, and shares were assigned to both kinds of children.1 2 5 in 1816, an individual petitioned the court to be named a curador for the decedent's children who were mistreated by their stepfather and ignored by their mother.1 26 Similarly, in 1818, an individual petitioned to protect the property of a minor orphan.1
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The testamentary proceedings provide another glimpse into the legal world of St. Augustine and East Florida during the second Spanish period. The records indicate that the governor in his capacity of probate judge took his obligations seriously in both small and large matters related to the administration of estates. Extensive records exist concerning these activities and reveal an active and responsive forum for the resolutions of creditors' claims, the distribution of property, conflicts in administration, and related matters.
V. SOMETHING INTERESTING?
These pieces-the Constitution and its promulgation, civil causes, and testamentary causes-begin to provide an image of the unknown colonial legal world of St. Augustine and the province of East Florida. These studies are, of course, relevant for social, economic and political historians of colonial North America. They provide concrete instances of social and economic complexity and pluralism on the border where various groups of people with varying social, economic, and political interests competed and interacted. The region of Florida, and particularly its colonial Spanish and English periods, have long been neglected by historians of colonial North America and the United States.1 28 East Florida, however, is no less important or fascinating than colonial New York, Virginia, or Massachusetts. This is particularly true as historians of Empire and the Atlantic World grapple with the construction and manifestation of empire. Law and legal pluralism are at the heart of recent works by Lauren Benton and Richard Ross.' 2 9 A better understanding of Spain's imperial legal practices in Florida can only help to inform and enrich the work of those working in these fields. Law as the tendrils of empire reached into East Florida and supported connection to other nodes in the Spanish world. As the materials from the civil and testamentary proceedings reveal so clearly, law was exercised in the daily business of imperial affairs dealing with property, trade, and death. When required by the empire, the citizens of St. Augustine and East Florida swore to, enacted, and followed the imperial Constitution of Cidiz, the first written constitution to span the Atlantic World in the name of an absent king. They did so twice.
These materials also speak to the community of historians of derecho indiano, or colonial Spanish law, and they will supplement the massive and scholarly literature on this topic.' The Spanishspeaking world of historians of derecho indiano are generally unaware of the legal world of St. Augustine and East Florida. These studies are greeted with fascination, disbelief, or sometime a wonderful look of "of course, that must be, but I had never even thought of it" from my colleagues in Spain and Latin America. Such exchanges are enriching and satisfying. Our understanding of Florida and its place in the legal world of the Spanish empire is revealed through the study of these documents.
For the first time in the historiography of derecho indiano, legal historians have a new set of sources from the northern reaches of the empire to compare and contrast with the sources from North- A central part of Cutter's understanding of the cases he examined is the development of the idea of derecho vulgar, or "local modifications of Hispanic law," that gave flexibility to legal systems in the provinces he studied.'" Thus, Cutter sought to highlight "local particularism" as "perhaps the most overlooked dimension of the Spanish colonial legal system."' Local practices were constructed from three elements: custom, equidad, and arbitrio judicial. In developing the notion of derecho vulgar, Cutter defines "equidad" as "a communally defined sense of fairness," and "arbitrio judicial" as "personal discretion in the judicial process" and "judicial will."'
3
In regions of present-day New Mexico and Texas, Cutter found "juridical simplicity" where those hearing cases avoided legalism and decided cases on "equitable" principles though a flexible system of sources.' 3 7 Did St. Augustine and the other colonial communities in East Florida share the characteristics observed by Cutter? Was there such a thing as derecho vulgar along the east coast of North America in the Spanish colonies?
The materials explored here move us towards an answer but are not definitive. There is a problem of commensurability; Cutter's work is based almost entirely on criminal records, and this contribution focuses on constitutional and private law. Perhaps there was greater flexibility exercised in criminal cases and stricter application of rules when contracts, debts, testaments, and property were involved. Furthermore, in the context of Spanish colonial legality, the absence of citations to authority do not necessary imply a departure from the established rules of derecho indiano. Legal officials might be following well-known rules without citing them. Determining the level of compliance to the rules and practices of derecho indiano is particularly difficult in light of the common practice of not motivating judicial decisions with citations to authority. Cutter 132 Id. at 6. 13 sired to meet the expected and required elements for dealing with the property and family of the decedent. This apparent insistence on compliance with the requirements of derecho indiano may have been informed by the input of the governor's asesor or other legally trained individuals in the city.
Beyond legal history, the East Florida Papers offer a wealth of information for social, political, and economic historians. The materials found in just the civil and testamentary causes bear this out. There is information about the failure and successes of businesses, maritime and terrestrial trade and commerce, and the roles and functions of the varied members of East Floridian society; there are records of men, women, and children who identify as Spaniards, Minorcans, English, Scots, Irish, citizens of states of the United States, and indigenous peoples among others. Inventories from arbitrations settling claims of creditors and inventories in testamentary proceedings give vivid and detailed snapshots of individuals' possessions and property held for trade. Professional activities such as medicine and engineering are found among the records. There is a great deal of informantion about the fort and its soldiers and their relationship to the town and its surroundings. There is a wealth of information about forced human property and the slave trade. There are disputes concerning animals, city lots, houses, and agricultural tracts. The records of criminal proceedings are sure to provide even greater detail about St. Augustine and East Florida society and the way the various members of its population interacted. Careful reading of these documents will provide substantial information concerning languages in this pluri-lingual Floridian city and region of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and how differences in language were negotiated and played. Religious information and practices can be culled from disputes, oaths, marriage records, and the religious affiliations found in the lists of Oaths of Allegiance. For political historians and historians of empire, government officials and their disputes are found throughout the East Florida Papers.
This contribution constructs a view, albeit partial, of the legal world of St. Augustine and East Florida during the second Spanish period. The effects of the promulgation of the Constitution of Cdiz, the records of civil causes, and the records of testamentary causes reveal a highly compliant community that sought to comport with the requirements of colonial law. Government officials carried out the political and institutional demands of the Constitution. It also appears that the governor as judge and his legal advisors sought to comply with the procedural and substantive requirements of derecho indiano. To test these initial observations, much work is needed in the colonial legal history of Florida, and the East Florida Papers fortunately provide ample unexplored material for future investigation. Such future studies will undoubted reposition Florida legal history in the disciplines of the history of derecho indiano, Latin American legal history, and North American colonial and early Republic legal history. In turn, these studies will provide novel interpretations and evidence to improve our understanding of the Atlantic World, the history of empires (of Spain, England, and the United States), and the history of North American colonization, independence, and nationhood. Nonetheless, these archives continue to be mostly unread. Let us hope there will be something interesting to say about them.
